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Section 1 – magazines, newspapers

Find an article about hurricane Katrina.
   Title of article
   Title of magazine
   Page number

Find an article about diets or exercise.
   Title of article
   Title of magazine
   Page number

Find an article about a musician or star.
   Name of the person
   Title of the magazine

What foreign language newspaper does the library get?
El Imparcial

Name one Tucson newspaper the library has.
Arizona Daily Star or Tucson Citizen

Section 2 – Reference

A religion that we all need to understand better  BP50.O95 1999
Islam

Who is the patron saint of January 12? How was he tortured? BX4651.2.B46 1986
Arcadius; fingers cut off, then upper limbs, toes, feet, and legs
Book Title: A Calendar of the Saints

For Collectors – name the book.  CJ1755.K72 2000
World Coins or Standard Catalog of World Coins

How old is Spike Lee? E185.A37 1997 (p. 842)
Born in 1957  Title: African American Almanac

Famous author of the undead. GR830.V3 V36 1994 (p. 508)
Anne Rice  Title: Vampire Book

Find the zip code for E. Horsetail Lane in Tucson. HE6311.A3 2005 v. 1 (p. 157)
85719  Title: National Zip Code Directory

Find your career and see what they have to say about earnings. How much might you make? HF5381.E52 2003
(varies with the career)  Title: Encyclopedia of Careers
This title is what the Middle East needs. HM136.B783 1997
Conflict Resolution

Avoid those student loans by reading this. LB2337.4.P475 2002
Scholarships, Grants & Prizes

An adjective used by hippies in the ‘60’s and 70’s.
Look for the answer in PE2846.H57 1994 vol.1 (page 975)
Groovy Title: Historical Dictionary of American Slang

When you have to read Shakespeare, the next best thing to the movie is this. PR2987.S47 1992 volumes 1-3
Shakespeare For Students

Hangover problems? Watch out or you will need this. RC41.G35 1999 vol. 3 (p. 1797)
Liver transplant Title: Gale Encyclopedia of Medicine

What OxyContin looks like. RS75.P5 2005 (p. 330)
Depends on the dose – the largest is a purple/blue pill Title: PDR (Physicians Desk Reference)

Name one adverse reaction (p. 2820-21)
Respiratory Depression, Apnea, Respiratory Arrest, Shock, etc.

Section 3 (Stacks)

Name a magazine for veterinary students.
Veterinary Technician; Catnip; JAVMA; etc.

Name a magazine for people who love horses.
Equus or Western Horseman

What famous philosopher is in B395.P75 2004
Plato

What to do if a monster is chasing you. BF1091.P25 1998 (p. 155)
Turn and face it Title: Complete Book of Dreams

You need to be brave to be a member of this religious group. BX7990.H6 B76 2000
Title: The Serpent handlers

A Twentieth century tragedy. D804.3.H595 1993
Holocaust [video]

Geronimo Book title: Heroes and warriors : Geronimo